Abstract: The paper provides generalized Little's formulas for the N-th order queues in queuing systems of various types.
Introduction
As it is known, mean processing time of one claim in the systemt S , mean staying time of claims in the queuet W and the common mean staying time of the claim in the system in generalt T =t S +t W for Markov queuing systems (QS) are bound to corresponding discrete characteristics of QS by three following formulas [1] , [2] :t S =n/A;t W =l A;t T =k A,
where A is throughout capacity of the system, i.e. anaverage number of claims served by the system in unity of time. Discrete characteristics of the system are understood respectively as an average number of busy channelsn , mean length of the queuel, and an average number of claims in the system in general k =n +l. Sometimes, these formulas are written in the form t S =n/λ;t W =l λ;t T =k λ, when the total intensity of claims stream λ coming into the system is in the denominator.
In fact, however, the denominator of these formulas should not be made of the total intensity of claims stream but only of that part which corresponds to those claims that are really transferred through the system (more precisely, through the service facility), i.e. absolute throughout capacity of the system A.
Formulas (1) are commonly called Little's formulas. At first, the result which engineers used for a long time, existed as several empirical formulas, i.e. in the form of some kind of "folkloric theorem", as they say. Apparently, J. D. C. Little was the first person who gave it a strict formulation in 1961.The intuitive proof of Little's formulas comes to the fact that in a steady state the next demand entering the system finds in it the same average number of demands which remains in the system when this demand leaves it. This value is just equal to the product of claims stream intensity transferred through the system (or its any subsystem) multiplied by the mean time of their staying in this system (subsystem):
Direct mechanical analog of formulas (2) is a well-known relation for the way passed at a steady movementsbased on moving velocity υ and travel time t.
The case is different with QS numerical characteristics concerning higher orders queues in these systems. Let us remind that we have called the N-th order queue as the queue that is calculated as long as there is a minimum of m+N claims in the system; N of them is in the memory [4] . Such queue exists if a newly arrived claim finds a minimum claims N waiting for service before it. When N=0 we have a physical queue which is studied in work [3] in detail. In the GPSS World simulation modeling system this characteristic has the name "queue without zero inputs". When N=1 we have the so-called real queue [1] , [2] ; in case N>1 we have higher orders queues.
As it is shown in the work [3] , corresponding relations have quite a similar form (1) for a physical queuet however this formula becomes unjust for higher orders queues.
It was found out in works [1] , [2] and [4] , that for systems of M/M/m and M/M/m/E classes (though, all numerical characteristics of the first ones can be obtained by a limit transference from numerical characteristics of the second ones) the following relation is performed
where m is the number of channels in the serving multi-channel facility, and µ-claims service intensity by one channel, i.e. areal queue moves with mµ velocity. It is possible to show that the same dependence will remain true for all types of higher orders queues for which N>1.
Relations (1)- (5) connect parameters of usual mathematical, physical and real queues in open queuing systems and parameters of higher orders queues in these systems as well. It is clear that these relations will be absolutely similar for close-loop queuing systems. At the same time it is possible to call the obtained system of formulas (1)-(5) as generalized Little's formulas.
As we see, all higher orders queues in queueing systems of various types from the point of view of claims traveling velocity in these queues can be divided into two unequal classes. Only two types of queues will belong to the first class: they are usual mathematical and physical queues which move with a transferring velocity of claims through the system A. The real queue and all higher orders queues for which according to the definition we have N>1 belong to the second more extensive class. These queues move with the service velocity mµ.
Further, works [1] and [2] provide formulas obtained for the mean length of a real queue for queuing systems of various types. In particular, the expression for a mean length of a real queue of the system with an unlimited memory volume (within G. Kendall's symbolism -M/M/m model) is the following
where ρ = λ/µ is the given intensity of claims stream entering the system. The similar expression for a physical queue is obtained in work [3] : 
